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Software is inherently error-prone and such errors can lead to failure of those systems of which the software is part. On the
other hand, with software being only one of many components of a system, there are many choices in regard to attaining a
particular level of system resiliency, not all of which are software-related. It is important to consider software resiliency in
relation to the resiliency of the entire system, including the human and operational components. The goal of this article is to
help those who develop, implement, and operate computer networks and systems in determining the factors to include when
investing in software resiliency.

hat is software resiliency? How can
it be achieved? What does it cost?
What are its benefits and how can they be
measured? Is an investment in software
resiliency worthwhile? These questions
might appear simple, but none of them
have an easy answer.
The very concept of software resiliency is frequently ambiguous. For example,
are we talking about the inherent or intrinsic resiliency of the software itself, the
resiliency that the software imparts upon
other components of the system, or both?
There is a significant difference in requirements based upon how one defines software resiliency. There is even a question as
to what software to include (e.g., end-user
applications, system software, embedded
firmware) and what to exclude. In this
article, I will define software resiliency,
examine how it fits into the overall
resiliency agenda, and show how one
might determine an appropriate level of
investment in it.

Background

According to [1], 57 percent of about
1,200 responding organizations experience one or more application failures per
month, resulting in user inconvenience or
business disruptions. Interestingly, the survey shows that larger organizations tend
to have more failures on average, which is
thought to be due to the greater complexity in larger environments.
Application failures resulted in
decreasing order from software component failure, failure or reduced performance of networks, and physical component failures through power outages and
brownouts. Major reasons for application
failures include inadequate configuration
or change management, system sizing or
capacity planning problems, IT staff
errors, patch management issues, and
security breaches. Another finding was
that (for the most part) expenditures on
resiliency are not made early enough in the
application development life cycle. By
delaying consideration of resiliency until
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late in the cycle, the costs are much higher
and there are often insufficient funds to
do the job.
For the purposes of this article, software includes any programs that are developed through a regular development life
cycle, such as the software development
life cycle. This applies whether the end
product is a set of soft computer program
code, firmware (which is program code
etched into hardware), or even programmed hardware1.

“The very concept of
software resiliency is
frequently ambiguous ...
are we talking about the
inherent or intrinsic
resiliency of the software
itself, the resiliency that
the software imparts
upon other components,
or both?”
Resiliency

In [2], the authors define a resilient system
as one that can take a hit to a critical component and recover and come back for
more in a known, bounded, and generally
acceptable period of time.
This definition raises as many questions as it answers. Taking a hit can result
from accidental activities or intentional
attacks: It is when unauthorized damaging
activities cause the system to fail noticeably and invoke some form of recoveryand-repair process. A hit can be as simple
as a PC freezing and having to reboot it to
a complex event that may take a long time

and many resources to examine forensically and respond appropriately.
From a more general perspective (particularly when it comes to economic evaluations), one is interested in both how
resistant the system is to events that
threaten to cause it to fail, and how quickly the system can be brought back to an
acceptable level of functioning.
In order to evaluate software resiliency
sufficiently, one must always include the
environment in which the software operates. The resilience of systems containing
a particular piece of software will vary
considerably within a particular context.

User View of Availability

There are a number of situations in which
a system can be considered not to be available. Unavailable time is defined in [3] as the
time during which any of the following
takes place:
• The system fails to operate.
• The system fails to operate in accordance with formal specifications.
• The system operates inconsistently or
erratically.
• The system is in the process of being
maintained or repaired.
• A hardware or software component of
the system is inoperative, which renders the entire system useless for user
purposes.
• The system is not operated because
there is a potential danger from operation of the system to employers or
employees.
• There is a defect in software supplied
by the manufacturer.
This is a more realistic view of availability since there are frequently arguments
between the user population and the support technologists as to the real status and
usability of a system. Therefore, it pays to
be as specific as possible.
Software Resiliency
We now consider resiliency as it specifically pertains to software, as I have defined.
First we look at those factors which
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reduce resiliency. We then look at specific
design and development attributes that
affect software resiliency.
Factors Working Against Software
Resiliency
The introduction of [4] provides a number of factors and trends that impact software trustworthiness. Many of these factors also affect software resiliency. What
follows are some of the broader issues
from [4] as well as some additional factors
to consider:
The size and complexity of software systems is increasing, thus the ways in which
a system can fail also increases. It is fair to
assume that the increase in failure possibilities does not bear a linear or additive
relationship to system complexity. For
example, combining two or more systems
leads to a greater level of complexity than
the combination of the complexities of
the individual systems. Thus, if System A
has a complexity of 5 and System B a
complexity of 7, the combination of
Systems A and B will be significantly
greater than 12—perhaps in the 20 range.
This complexity attribute makes it
increasingly difficult to incorporate
resiliency routines that will respond effectively to failures in the individual systems
and in their combined system. The cost of
achieving an equivalent level of resiliency
due to the complexity factor should be
added to that of the individual systems.
Complexity

Interdependency or interconnectivity via
ever-larger networks adds to complexity in
that as systems become increasingly interconnected and interdependent, achieving
resiliency becomes a greater task. Another
aspect of interconnectivity is the growth
in infrastructures that contain systems
belonging to different organizations.
Thus, the resiliency of an entity’s systems
is increasingly dependent on the resiliency
of systems over which the entity has no
control. This means that a failure of
another party’s systems can have a ripple
effect on your systems.
In order to protect against this situation, an entity must develop routines that
preserve the integrity and operational continuity of its systems even if the systems
of business partners, service providers,
and customers were to fail.
Interdependency and Interconnectivity

This is somewhat similar to the interdependency case, except that it focuses on
systems that include the Internet or other
Net-Centricity
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public/private network as part of its
design. For example, service-oriented
architecture and software as a service fall
into this category, as do a whole range of
so-called Web 2.0 applications and services. Again, the issue is whether the systems and networks not under the direct
control of the customer organization can
be trusted, and what evidence is available
to verify such trust. In such situations,
there is a need to ensure that software
components can be trusted to interact
securely without supervision [4]. It should
also be noted that security assurance has
to cover resiliency and integrity as well as
confidentiality.
With the growth in increasingly extended
software development supply chains, the
concern is that the focus will be more on
functionality and low cost rather than
resistance to attack and resiliency. The
challenge is to spread the knowledge as to
how to design and build more secure and
Globalization

“The time that it takes
to recover depends
mostly on the degree of
preparation made
through business
continuity and disaster
recovery plans.”
resilient systems to the far reaches of the
development universe and to enforce standards. It is essential to introduce mechanisms that reward such aspects as security,
resiliency, and integrity rather than only
functionality and speed to market.
To some extent, open source products are
the software equivalent of the interconnectivity and net-centricity aspects of networking in that there is not necessarily a
specific group to go to in order to ensure
trustworthiness and resiliency and resolve
any failures. It is true that there are communities that are responsible for the evolving
and fine-tuning of the software (and some
of the open source software that is supported by commercial enterprises).
However, as shown in a recent study by
application security firm Fortify, these
groups may not be responsive [5].
Open Source Software

Another challenge raised in [4] is the funding of evaluations of such software. There
has been some movement in regard to the
latter, such as the Software Assurance
Initiative being conducted for the banking
and finance sector by the Financial
Services Technology Consortium in collaboration with the Financial Services
Roundtable2.
Hybridization relates to the increasing
trend of combining into single systems
software of different origins, and subject
to different development methodologies,
time and cost constraints, and so on. Thus
commercial and government off-the-shelf
software, custom and proprietary software, and open-source software may be
combined in various ways in the ultimate
realization of a particular system. One
could argue that such a system is, as a
result, only as resilient or secure as its
weakest component. This aspect of context is key when attempting to evaluate the
combined resiliency or security of a complex system.
Hybridization

The common belief that change is the
only certainty is particularly true in the
software arena, where new versions of
existing software and frequent releases of
new software make for a very dynamic and
highly complex environment. Such rapid
change creates innumerable problems
with software security and resiliency.
There is often not the time to test one version of a software product before a new
one appears, making the tests on the original software obsolete. A frequently held
criticism of Common Criteria testing is
that, by the time the results are available,
there is a good chance that the tested software has already been replaced.
The danger here is that the new software may contain new vulnerabilities that
may not have existed in prior versions.
Thus, determining that an obsolete piece
of software is sufficiently resilient is not
particularly indicative of the state of the
newest version and, therefore, is not very
useful.
Rapid Change

As organizations are being driven by economic and speed-to-market considerations, there is a tendency to increase the
use of off-the-shelf and open-source software. While such systems may have been
designed to operate in a specific environment, they are being increasingly used in
situations for which they were not
designed. As a result, they may not meet
Reuse in Different Contexts
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intermittent crashes. After weeks of
research, the turret vendor determined that
the reason for failure was an untested error
routine. Apparently, in the pristine and
carefully engineered test version at the vendor’s testing laboratory, the system did not
invoke this particular routine because of
the high quality of the installation. Out in
the real world, the less well-engineered cable
runs began generating errors that forced
the software into the untested error routines leading to the consequential crashes.

the security and resiliency requirements of
the new environments.
While one might be cynical in interpreting the standard software use agreement (that protects the software vendor
against virtually any liability if the software doesn’t do as intended), there is a
valid argument about it not working when
used inappropriately. This is particularly
true of lightweight software applied to
critical large operations uses.

Specific Design and
Development Issues

Inappropriate Use
Another resiliency issue arises when the
software is used incorrectly or is inappropriate for a particular purpose. Software
for the PC is generally not as reliable and
does not have the same fail-safe design as
software intended to be used in a demanding production environment—yet such
unreliable software regularly becomes
incorporated into critical production or
financial systems. These systems are not
held to the same standards for testing and
documentation as are major production
systems and, as a result, can be the Achilles
heel of the overall system.

There are many situations in which systems
fail because they do not even incorporate
necessary resiliency routines, or the ones
that are inserted do not perform as needed
or have not been tested thoroughly
enough.
Poor Design
Regarding the absence of resiliency routines, I recall a development manager
expressing amazement at the general lack
of understanding—both by the presenters
of a new product and the audience—of
the need to design-in the ability to restart a
program from a prior status. The developers were relatively new to the profession.

Ineffective Change Management
In order to maintain a high level of application security, integrity, and resiliency, it is
necessary to carefully control the software
change process. There are many instances
where programming errors can result in
major failures.

Inadequate Testing
In another situation, I was about to implement a leading-edge digital telephone turret
on a newly built trading floor. The only
other installation to date was experiencing

Table 1: Protection, Costs, and Benefits for Different Types of Events
Type of Event
Component failure

Protection
• Hardening
• Fault tolerance
• Redundant
components

System failure

• Fail-over
• Redundant systems

Site down

• Off-site backup
• Hot
• Warm
• Cold
• White-wall

Costs

•
•
•
•
•

Additional components
Software overhead
Hardware overhead
Increased complexity
Maintenance and support

Benefits

• Increased availability
• Reduced downtime

Fault Tolerance and Failure
Recovery

Anderson points out that “... failure recovery is often the most important aspect of
security engineering, yet it is one of the
most neglected” [7].
Fault tolerance is the ability of the software to resist damage or destruction from
errors. Thus, if there is an error condition,
the software has the capability of recognizing the error and correcting it according
to some pre-specified set of rules. The tolerance level is only as good as the rules.
Therefore, the software, on recognizing an
error, will correct it with the most likely
correct condition. There is, of course, a
possibility that the correction is not appropriate, in which case either the integrity of
the system is called into question or a subsequent test will reveal that the attempted
correction was inappropriate.
In other cases, if the fault is thought by
the system to be a component failure, the
fault tolerance results in automatic switching to a backup component or software
routine. The system continues processing
in backup mode while the faulty component is being fixed. This latter situation is
failure recovery within the primary system.

Fail-Over to Other Systems

•
•
•
•
•

Facilities
Systems
Networks
Staffing
Utilities

Ability to restore
operation when primary
facility inoperable with
minimal downtime

Regional disaster

• Out-of-region backup
• Hot
• Warm
• Cold
• White-wall

National or
global catastrophe

• Out-of-country facility
• Catastrophe
contingency planning
and backup

As for regional disaster

Ability to recover
from a disastrous event
affecting large regions
of the country or
the world.

All off-site backup

• Backup in the cloud

As for some on-site and
all off-site

• Ability to purchase
amount of resources
for backup as needed
• Largely independent
of location
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As an example, on January 15, 1990,
AT&T’s long-distance network failed and
was down for nine hours. The failure
occurred when a system-wide software
upgrade was installed on 4ESS digital circuit switches. It was reported that the failure began when a switch in New York City
suffered a minor hardware glitch, which
caused it to go offline [6].
While scheduled changes can clearly
cause problems, unscheduled or emergency changes represent an even greater
danger to the integrity and continuing
operation of software.

Defense Software Engineering

Fail-over can also be to an on-site or offsite backup system. While fail-over within
a system usually assumes operational continuity, fail-over to backup systems can be
hot, warm, or cold.
If hot, the backup system is running in
parallel with the primary system and automatically detects a failure in the primary
system and switches to the backup, which
may be on-site or off-site. If off-site, it can
be in-region, out-of-region, or in the cloud.
There are often technology restrictions on
the allowable distance between sites for hot
backup. One common limitation comes
from the technical feasibility of maintaining data current at two or more sites via
disk shadowing or similar technologies.
September/October 2009
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Recovery and Restoration

The ability to resist attacks—and to recover quickly to an acceptable level of performance after failure due to successful
exploits, unintended damaging actions, or
accidents—is crucial for the systems running in most organizations.
The time that it takes to recover
depends mostly on the degree of preparation made through business continuity and
disaster recovery plans. There are escalating levels of backup and recovery, each
costing more but enabling improving
recovery from increasingly destructive
events. These levels are shown in Table 1.
The table also shows the various forms of
protection that can be instituted and their
respective costs and benefits.
In the commercial world, unavailability costs might include loss of productivity for internal users and business partners,
loss of business in the form of failure to
attract new customers or retain existing
customers, and so forth. In the government sector, lack of availability might
result in military compromise or a reduction in safety. While difficult, it is necessary to come up with cost estimates related to unavailability of critical systems.
These costs will typically not be easy to
estimate. They will also typically not be
linear, but more in the form of exponentially increasing costs.
In terms of recovery costs, these are
usually minimal when recovery involves a
hot backup system or facility where switching
or fail-over to the backup system—
whether on-site or at another facility—is
virtually instantaneous and there is no loss
of data or processing availability. Such a
transition is effectively transparent to endusers and business partners. Of course, a
hot backup is considerably more expensive to design, implement, and maintain
than other forms of backup.
Warm backup is where the backup system or facility is up and running and on
standby and can be brought into operation within a short time, typically minutes.
The recovery time usually consists of a
process for bringing the backup system up
and synchronizing it to the point in processing at which the primary system
failed. The activation of such a process
usually takes from minutes to hours to
accomplish and the time when the
switchover takes place (i.e., whether the
system is in use or idle at the time of failure) can have a significant impact on endusers and business partners.
It is interesting to note that hot backup is not always better than warm backup
from operational and availability perspecSeptember/October 2009
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Figure 1: Various Degrees of Backup at Application, System, and Facility Levels

tives. I recall a situation in which two sister organizations had taken different
approaches to achieving high availability
for critical financial systems. The larger,
wealthier organization had both hot backup and warm backup, and a process
whereby the warm backup system was
activated to hot status if the primary system failed over to the hot backup. The
smaller, less affluent organization ran two
separate systems in parallel and, in the
event of a failure of the primary system,
physically switched to the backup system.
This resulted in having to reenter the few
missed transactions that were lost in the
switchover. It turned out that the highly
automated larger systems were considerably more expensive and far less reliable
than the simpler manually operated systems. This was because, in the highly automated case, an error occurred in common
memory resources, which brought down
all three systems for an extended period.
The lesson learned was that one has to be
aware of single points of failure and how
they might impact the recovery process.
With regard to backup sites, there are
a number of lower-cost options. One
option is to have a cold site, which will generally have power, cabling, communications, and some systems installed. Either
all necessary equipment will be on a site

but not necessarily powered up or an
arrangement with a vendor will be in place
for the rapid shipment of standard equipment, such as PCs. The timeframe for
activating a cold site can range from hours
to days of elapsed time, depending on factors such as the time it takes for required
staff to travel to the backup site, the time
to deliver additional equipment and software, and the time to initiate and synchronize systems. I recall a personal experience where a Florida company declared a
disaster due to a major storm soon after
the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks, but was
delayed several days in effecting its backup plan because the backup facility was in
Chicago and there were no planes flying.
The need to use land-based transportation
to move people and resources (such as
physical data media) significantly extended the recovery time.
A white-wall facility3 is an extreme form
of a cold site. It is essentially an empty
space that the organization has previously
obtained for its use in a disaster. It generally offers little more than the bare walls,
with a minimum of power, heating, and
cooling utilities, and perhaps some minimal telecommunications, installed. Such a
site must be built out on demand. This
generally means that the organization
must order, receive, and install necessary
www.stsc.hill.af.mil
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equipment, software, and other resources pay a monthly fee to have the right to use low cost, but they are also unreliable and
their facilities and additional fees if a dis- difficult to enforce.
at the time of an incident.
The use of cloud computing is similar to
Organizations are well advised to at aster is declared. Such facilities can be
least have previously negotiated arrange- very effective as they are often staffed the disaster recovery services model
ments and agreements with vendors and and run continuously. One issue to be except that cloud computing services
service providers for the rapid delivery aware of is that when disaster recovery might not require a monthly fee if the
and installation of required resources. facilities are shared among a number of arrangement is only to pay for cloud serExperience has shown that vendors and customers within a given region, the vices actually used.
Figure 1 (see previous page) illustrates
service providers are usually very respon- amount of backup services might not be
the various backup relationships previousavailable to the degree
expected if a dis- Benefits
sive in the face of Type
an emergency,
giving
of Event
Protection
Costs
the affected organization priority service aster were to be regional in scope. The ly discussed. It also shows that other parComponent failure • Hardening
level of services provided can range from ties—such as customers, service
in order to minimize downtime.
Of tolerance
• Fault
Additional components
providers, and business partners—need to
white-wall,
course, it is also in the self-interest of• Redundant
ven- hot backup •• to
Software
overhead with corre• Increased availability
bedowntime
included. In particular, it is highly
dors to do what they can to enablecomponents
the sponding charges.
• Hardware overhead
• Reduced
Increased
complexity
advisable to test connectivity and operFail-over
System
customer organization
tofailure
survive a •disasAnother ••option
is
to
institute
a
recipMaintenance and support
• Redundant systems
ter. While setting up a white-wall facility
rocal arrangement with another nearby ability between backup facilities and third
can take weeks, it Site
is adown
big step ahead
of backup
company, often in the same or similar parties. More recently, there have been
• Off-site
• Hot
having no facility at all4.
business. However, they can be difficult to calls for backup-to-backup testing
Warm
between organizations and third parties.
there is no guaranteeAbility
that to restore
If no backup system or facility•• has
• Facilities
Cold implement since
• Systems
2 shows, for various failure sceprimary
operation
partner will be able
to whenTable
been provided, the choice (depending• White-wall
on the reciprocating
• Networks
with
facility inoperable
narios
and
types of backup, the relative
the facilities when needed. I recall
the nature of theRegional
failure)disaster
is to fix• Out-of-region
and provide
minimal downtime
backup • Staffing
costs
of
setting
up and operating the
•
Utilities
a
situation
in
which
my
company
needed
recover the primary system or facility,
or
• Hot
backup capabilities, how much (on a rela• Warm to invoke such an arrangement at 6 a.m.
to build a new system from available
Cold
one day. However, my staff could not get tive basis) it might cost to recover if an
resources. Here, a good practice is to ••take
White-wall
snapshots of the system and data at pre- into the other company’s facility since the incident occurs, as well as what the com• Out-of-country
facilityfamiliar
As for regional
disaster
Ability to recover
National
bined costs might be.
with the
arrangement
determined intervals
andorgo through
a persons
from a disastrous event
global catastrophe • Catastrophe
in transit and the building guardsaffecting
had largePlease
restart process. Depending on the levelcontingency
of were
planning
regions note that these are very rough
ordinal
assessments that do not allow for
and
backup
of
the
country
or
recovery and reconstruction necessary, not been informed about the arrangement
world.essential characteristics of systems (such
this type of recovery can be an extremely and would not let the operators intothethe
their criticality to the business and their
the cloud Ironically,
As for some
on-site
• Ability toaspurchase
off-site
when
theand
other party
expensive endeavorAll in
andbackup
of itself• Backup
and inbuilding.
all off-site
oftechnical
resources complexity) nor do they account
the arrangement aamount
few
the consequential financial losses due to needed to invoke
for backup as needed
the frequency and magnitude of
by for
lost productivity, damaged reputation, months after the unsuccessful attempt
• Largely
independent
events.
The assessments are provided as
of
location
fleeing customers, and the like can be my company to use their facilities, they
guidance
as to what one might find in a
needed to invoke the mutual backup
enormous.
typical
business
or government situation.
Another option that should be men- arrangement. In contrast, however, my
tioned is a one-way or two-way agreement company was able to provide the
with another party. One can subscribe to resources on demand. As seen by this The Economics of Resiliency
commercial disaster recovery
services and example, such arrangements may be very It is clear that there is a need to balance
Table 2. Costs of Backup, Response and Recovery by Scope of Event and Type of Backup
Table 2: Costs of Backup, Response, and Recovery by Scope of Event and Type of Backup
Scope of
Failure or
Event
Component
Component
Component
System
System
System
Site (Facility)
Site (Facility)
Site (Facility)
Site (Facility)
Regional
Regional
Regional
Regional
National/Global
National/Global
National/Global
National/Global

Type of
Backup Put in
Place (if any)
Hot fail-over
Warm fail-over
No fail-over
Hot backup
Warm backup
No backup
Hot site
Warm site
Cold site
White wall
Hot site
Warm site
Cold site
White wall
Hot site
Warm site
Cold site
White wall

Cost of
Setting Up
Backup
High
Moderate
Low
High
Moderate
Low
Very high
High
Moderate
Low
Extremely high
High
Moderate
Low
Extremely high
High
Moderate
Low

Ongoing
Costs of
Maintenance
and Support
High
Moderate
Low
High
Moderate
Low
Very high
High
Moderate
Low
Extremely high
High
Moderate
Low
Extremely high
High
Moderate
Low

Typical Time
to Respond
and Recover
Seconds/Minutes
Hours
Days
Seconds/Minutes
Hours
Days
Seconds/Minutes
Hours
Days
Weeks/months
Seconds/Minutes
Hours
Days
Weeks/months
Seconds/Minutes
Hours
Days
Weeks/months

Cost of
Incident
Response
and Recovery

Probable
Frequency of
Event per
Period*

Low
Moderate
Very high
Low
Moderate
Very high
Low
Moderate
Very high
Extremely high
Low
Moderate
Very high
Extremely high
Low
Moderate
Very high
Extremely high

Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate/High
Moderate/High
Moderate/High
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Moderate
Low/Moderate
Low/Moderate
Low/Moderate
Low/Moderate
Low
Low
Low
Low

Incident Cost
per Period
(Magnitude x
Frequency)
Low
Low
Extremely high
Moderate
High
Extremely high
Moderate
High
Very high
Extremely high
Low
Moderate
Very high
Extremely high
Low
Moderate
Very high
Extremely high

* Note that the frequency of events, other than those outside the control of the organization, can be influenced by those responsible for designing and setting up systems, facilities, and infrastructures. The levels shown are for frequency are based on
experience, but may not be applicable to a particular case.
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the cost and effectiveness of backup and
recovery capabilities against the expectations of damaging and destructive events.
The mentioned scenarios and costs relate
to recovery from successful attacks or
damaging events. These costs may be
reduced if the expectation of failure or
compromise is lowered through preventative measures, deterrence, or avoidance.
There is a trade-off between protective measures and investments in survivability. The determination of the optimum level of backup is based on the
expectations of damaging events, the
impact of these events, and the ability to
recover quickly and return to acceptable
operation.
It should also be noted that the different levels of backup are not independent.
Hence, if one has a hot backup system
installed in a within-region backup facility,
it may not be cost-effective to have an onsite backup system. Conversely, if one
installs a highly resilient primary system
with various degrees of internal redundancy, it is less likely that a backup system
will be required and thus a warm off-site
backup system may be adequate.
This suggests that a number of combinations need to be evaluated, depending
on the resiliency of the primary systems,
the criticality of the application, and the
options as to backup systems and facilities. Thus, it is up to the analyst to determine which options and which combinations make the most sense for a particular
environment and then to cost out the
preferred options.

Summary

The topic of software resiliency is not
addressed at a level appropriate to its
impact on organizations. This article has
examined the factors that affect software
resiliency and the contexts in which applications might run, particularly in regard to
the wide choice of backup options.
Further work is needed—particularly
with respect to running some numbers for
a variety of cases and reviewing the
results. It may be that the realistic options
are much more limited than expected.
Also, the growing availability of cloud
computing may completely change the
results of disaster backup analyses in favor
of backup in the cloud. At the same time,
cloud computing introduces its own issues
in regard to resiliency and recovery.◆
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Notes

1. Such a technology is described in the
article, “Soft Hardware for a Flexible
Chip,” which is available at <http://
cordis.europa.eu/ictresults/index.cfm
?section=news&tpl=article&id=90
572>.
2. Information regarding the Software
Assurance Initiative and other projects
of the Financial Services Technology
Consortium is available at <www.
fstc.org/projects/index.php?new=1>.
3. A white-wall facility is a term that I
heard while developing disaster recovery plans for a major financial institution. The term does not appear to be
in the literature and a search for its
particular use in the context of disaster
recovery did not produce any results.

concepts, techniques, and methodologies
to provide the overall level of resiliency
required for specific systems. As cyber
attacks grow in their capabilities and
effectiveness, those developing and
deploying DoD systems must enhance
their understanding of the impact of failures from attacks, inadvertent actions,
and natural events on the availability of
computer systems and networks. They
need to take steps so that systems can
rapidly and accurately be recovered from
failures and outages, whatever their cause.

4. It is necessary to begin looking for a
building and then negotiating a lease
or purchase, which can take weeks or
months.
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